MAKE DINOSAUR SALT DOUGH FOSSILS

Using salt dough and your own dinosaur toys, you can create your own fossils!
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MAKE OUR OWN DINOSAUR SALT DOUGH FOSSILS

Using salt dough and your own dinosaur toys, you can create your own fossils and even get Lottie to make her own mark on them!

YOU WILL NEED

• 225g plain flour
• 125g Table salt
• 110ml cold coffee (not instant)
• Fresh used coffee grounds
• Bowl
• Mixing bowl
• Wooden spoon
WHAT YOU DO

Step 1
Mix the dry ingredients into a bowl with a spoon.

Step 2
Add the coffee and the coffee grounds slowly to the dry mix and knead gently into a dough.
Step 3
Taking small balls of your dough, gently roll them with your fingers into small slabs.

Step 4
Choose one of your dinosaur toys and press gently into the slab of “rock” to make an impression. You could also press Lottie’s hiking boots or her hands into the salt dough next to the fossil!
Step 5

Leave your slabs of “rock” to air dry. Or you could bake them in the oven at 200F for 2-3 hours to harden them. The fossils will make fantastic presents or party favours for your friends!